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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2024 Alliance RV Avenue All-Access 28BH, Alliance RV Avenue All-Access fifth
wheel 28BH highlights: Queen Bed Bunk Beds Bike Storage Door Dual Reclining
Theater Seating Swing Mount 40" Class HDTV Your family will enjoy traveling in
this bunk model including two 42" x 74" bunks featuring storage beneath that can
be accessed from outside using the bike storage door, or by lifting up the lower
hinged bunk from inside. The combined living room and kitchen area is spacious
thanks to the large slide which houses the floating dinette table, the 10 cu. ft. 12V
refrigerator and pantry. There is more seating adjacent to this slide. Here you will
find a sofa, and all seating can easily view the swing mount 40" Class HDTV. In
front, you will find a spacious side aisle bath including a 30" x 36" shower, toilet,
vanity with a sink and medicine cabinet, plus linen storage as well. And don't
overlook the front private bedroom with a walk-around queen bed, dual
nightstands, plus a bedroom closet to keep your clothes wrinkle-free! A
benchmark chassis creates a space saver upper deck with each one of these
Avenue All-Access fifth wheels by Alliance RV! The 101 in. wide-body
construction gives you more room to walk around and the flush slide out floors
throughout prevent any tripping. There are Azdel composite sidewalls inside and
out, and a seamless fully walkable PVC roof for extreme durability and zero
maintenance. You are sure to love the "no carpet zone" making each Avenue easy
to clean and allergen free, not to mention pet friendly with vinyl flooring
throughout. You can maximize your space throughout with innovative storage
solutions like the hidden storage behind the TV, inside the end tables, ottoman,
and dinette chairs. There are a few available options you might like to add to
further customize your fifth wheel, like the optional second 13.5K A/C or the
optional Solar Package for off-grid camping capabilities!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 75055
VIN Number: 7M5FA3329RA008218
Condition: New
Length: 31
GVW: 9995
Sleeps: 5
Slideouts: 1

0 mi
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Item address Roca, Nebraska, United States
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